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Tri-Agency Open Access Policy

• *Grant recipients must ensure that any peer-reviewed journal publications arising from Agency-supported research are freely accessible within 12 months of publication*

• Can use journals or repositories

• Effective May 1 2015

• [FAQ](#) from Tri-Council
What requires compliance help?

- Journal selection
- Repository selection & submission
- Research data management
- Publisher contract advice
Getting started on compliance

- One email, tri-campus, all questions
  - open.access@library.utoronto.ca

- Library web site
  - http://onesearch.library.utoronto.ca/triagencyopenaccesspolicy

- Targeted communication
  - Now, and again Winter 2016
  - Bulletin, newsletters, liaison outreach
  - Webinars, seminars, faculty events
Key Staff Members

- **Bobby Glushko**, Head, Scholarly Communications & Copyright Office
- **Steve Marks**, Digital Preservation Librarian
- **Rita Vine**, Head, Faculty & Student Engagement